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Sustainability in everyday life





Our team can now fill your (sparkling) water directly from our new dispensers using your stainless steel bottles. This is more sustainable than the water bottles and the associated factors that pollute our environment. 

#Sustainable #environmental protection #stopmicroplastics
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November 5 - 7, 2024

FMB - the trade fair for mechanical engineering







The FMB - Trade Fair for Mechanical Engineering is much more than a regional trade fair; since 2005 it has been the central meeting place in the Ostwestfalen-Lippe (OWL) region for the essential concerns of mechanical engineering in the areas of development, design and production of machines and systems. At the heart of one of Germany's most powerful mechanical engineering clusters, the trade fair represents the entire spectrum of the supplier industry for mechanical and plant engineering, including industrial services and special machine construction.

As a supra-regional platform, the FMB also stands out due to its role in the presentation of innovations and applications in the context of automation and digitalization. Here, managing directors, product developers, buyers, designers and decision-makers can find suitable solution partners to optimize individual components, machines, production processes or complete solutions.

The FMB not only offers a uniform stand construction concept, but also a comprehensive service package that enables exhibitors to participate in the trade fair with minimal preparation and personnel costs. The atmosphere at the FMB creates a space for encounters at eye level.

ACCORDING TO THE TRADE FAIR MOTTO:







CONSTRUCTIVE. PERSONAL. COMPACT.
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Training at the Condor Group





In January, everything revolved around the topic of "trainees". In addition to interns who "got a taste of working life", we were able to congratulate them and draw attention to our apprenticeships...

Max Luca recently successfully completed his training as a tool mechanic and is now a valuable member of our team. He is currently working in the milling department, where he contributes his skills and experience.

With his in-depth knowledge of various areas of our company and his comprehensive knowledge of the training content, he has already worked outside the company together with Dirk Riekschnietz. The two of them actively promoted our company and our apprenticeships at our local apprenticeship fair, which led to a positive response and greater awareness of our brand among pupils and the college. From the summer, we will not only be training tool mechanics but also industrial clerks. We are proud to have Max Luca in our team and look forward to a successful collaboration in the future.
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Successful at the FMB 2023: Insights into the world of innovations in mechanical and plant engineering





A great week at the FMB!

The FMB 2023, also known as the Supplier Fair for Mechanical Engineering, reflected the entire spectrum of the supplier industry for mechanical and plant engineering. This included both industrial services and areas of special machine construction. From November 8 to 10, the supplier industry gathered in Bad Salzuflen to present their latest products and innovations - together with our company.

Together with the UPBracing team, we presented ourselves at the FMB and left an impressive impression. Particularly worth mentioning is the outstanding role of our experts, who not only shone with their in-depth specialist knowledge, but also helped to educate visitors to the trade fair about the wide range of possible applications for wire EDM, advanced milling technology and additive manufacturing.

Our participation in the FMB was a great success. It not only enables us to present our technological advances, but also to establish important relationships at Setup .
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Eva Leschinski - Head of the Competence Center Women and Career, Anja Meermeyer - Human Resources Officer, Ira Fecke-Schulte - Managing Director and Christoph Rüther - District Administrator Paderborn, at the handover ceremony.







Another award as a family-friendly company





The Condor Group is one of the "Family-friendly companies in the Paderborn district" for the fourth time in a row.

The award ceremony took place on 20.10.2023 at the Landgasthaus Lohre in Thüle, where the certificate was presented to the Condor Group by District Administrator Christoph Rüther and Eva Leschinski, Head of the OWL Competence Center for Women and Work.

Parental leave in management positions, a daycare center close to the company, flexible working time models, a two-shift system and sustainability are just a few of the keywords that promote the well-being of employees and increase job satisfaction. This is a goal that the Condor Group would like to continue to pursue and expand in the coming years.

The award is presented in a cooperative alliance of the OWL Women and Career Competence Center, the Paderborn district, the East Westphalia Chamber of Industry and Commerce and the East Westphalia-Lippe Chamber of Commerce in Bielefeld.
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f.l. Sebastian Ilsen (Operations Manager), Roshaan Hayat (Chief Technical Officer), Dominik Schulte (Managing Director)








Condor Custom Solutions becomes a gold partner for the UPB Racing Team





Condor Custom Solutions supports the UPBracing team as a gold partner. The laser-sintered components were installed with enthusiasm. The high quality of the 3D printed components is certainly an important component for the team's success in international formula racing events.

The interdisciplinary collaboration of different departments within the UPBracing team is an impressive example of the diversity and commitment of students at the University of Paderborn. The development, simulation, design and production of two formula racing cars in only about six months is an enormous achievement.

It's certainly exciting when the race cars are presented to the public for the first time at the rollout, and the test phase and participation in the main events offer exciting challenges and opportunities for the team.

We wish the UPBracing team continued success in their endeavors and hope that our partnership will help them achieve their goals and deliver great performances at the international events.
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City cycling competition becomes an internal competition in the Condor Group







The annual city cycling event in Salzkotten took place this year with great enthusiasm, with the Condor Group registered as a team as in the previous year. As part of the competition, our employees at Condor Group formed two groups: Condor MedTec and Condor Custom Solutions. Together they pedaled and covered an impressive 2,678.1 kilometers during the campaign period. The employees of the Condor Group not only committed themselves to promoting cycling and climate protection, but also contributed to their own health and fitness.

Participating in the city cycling competition was a great way for our employees to raise awareness of sustainable mobility and emphasize the importance of cycling as an environmentally friendly transportation alternative.

In recognition of their great achievements, Dirk Riekschnietz (604.6 km, Team CCS) and Stefanie Willam (214 km, Team CMT) received a trophy for 1st place in their group in the city cycling competition in Salzkotten. Congratulations!

Many thanks to all participants who contributed to this success! We are looking forward to the next city cycling round and are curious to see how many kilometers we will manage in 2024.
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Great 1st family festival of the Condor Group 





The 1st Family Festival of the Condor Group turned out to be an outstanding event enjoyed by young and old alike. In bright sunshine, employees and their families gathered on the grounds of the company-owned St. Martin daycare center to enjoy a day of fun and fellowship.

One of the main attractions of the party was undoubtedly the bouncy castle, which was set up especially for the younger visitors.

In addition, the Condor Group offered guests an exciting company tour. Participants had the opportunity to take a look behind the scenes of the company and learn more about production and work processes. These insights were met with great interest and showed the guests the passion and professionalism with which the Condor Group manufactures its products.

The event also provided a valuable opportunity for exchange between employees and their families. In a relaxed atmosphere, participants were able to share their experiences, make new contacts and strengthen the sense of community within the Condor Group.

Another highlight of the family event was a child first aid course, which provided parents with valuable knowledge and skills to react quickly and appropriately in an emergency. We attach great importance to safety and well-being, and with this initiative we ensure that families are well prepared for emergencies. To this end, we would like to thank Jörg Mix in particular, who captivated the participants with his practical presentation style.

All in all, the 1st Family Festival of the Condor Group was a complete success and made for many happy faces. The event offered a perfect mix of fun, information and community and strengthened the sense of togetherness within the Condor Group and its employees.
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OWL mechanical engineering on a visit to Condor Custom Solutions





We have known how important the Setup and the maintenance of networks are not only since Corona. It is therefore all the more pleasing that we were able to invite our partners from the OWL mechanical engineering network to visit us at Salzkotten . This date was a long time coming.

Dominik Schulte and Sebastian Ilsen presented Condor Custom Solutions in all its facets. In addition to a brief overview of the company history and structure with the sister company Condor MedTec, the visitors could dive into the heart of the company and got an exclusive production tour. From additive manufacturing to wire eroding and our milling technology machinery, the visitors were amazed.

We thank OWL-Maschinenbau very much for the great support and say - anytime and gladly again!

























                
                            
            




            
                
Training with Condor Custom Solutions

The 3rd Azubit-Fit module took place at the Condor Group








On Tuesday 31.05.2022, the third module of the Azubi-Fit series took place at our company. This series is run by PEPP, our personnel development association in Hochstift.

On 6 different workshop days, the topics included business etiquette, communication, conflicts and teams. Together with trainees from other member companies, the trainees were able to learn a lot about communication.

In the course of this, our apprentice Max Luca presented our company and guided the participants through our company.
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